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       Chairman’s Notes 

 
Russet for autumn, white for winter? but definitely yellow for spring, a colour of promise; celandines, 
aconites, primroses, daffodils.  But did you notice when they first appeared, and did you note it in the diary 
or, more important still, on our phenology checksheet?   Flowers, new leaves, amphibians, birds, 
butterflies, dragonflies are all there in necessarily restricted numbers to be recorded in your own chosen 
area, small or large.  Do read the article by Liz Rogers.  As well as building historical records they may 
indicate a guide to the future.  The more people recording, the more accurate the result. Remember that 
old Chinese proverb – “many hands make light work!” 
 
This theme brings me seamlessly on to our committee of twelve which changed at our recent AGM; a 
simple one on, one off. Keith Owers resigned after seven years of stalwart service, the bee keeping 
community placing increasing demands on his time especially for his beekeeping classes. Thank you, 
Keith, for the solid work you’ve put in. He is replaced by Ray Jones who is well versed in birds and 
butterflies and committee work, too. 
 
Lastly, we offer a very warm welcome to our new members Ray and Barbara Amer and Nita Wendover. 
We hope they will find the Society not only interesting but satisfying, too. 
 

David Leader 
 

             
                                          Features 
A week on the Solway Firth 
At the end of February, Shelia and I went to stay with our friends " up  north" at Newton Arlosh, which is 
situated in the heart of the mosses (marshes) bordering the Solway Firth, due west of Carlisle. 
 
Newton Arlosh is a small Cumbrian village made up of a scattering of houses, several farms, a pub and a 
beautiful tiny fortified medieval church. Fortified, as it was so close to the border, it was a place of refuge 
from the savage raiding Scots.  Although we have visited many times, we had never been at this time of 
year before, and it is a very different place from when we have visited in Summer. 
 
The area is very flat and marshy with standing water in many fields and mosses.  You have to know your 
way around as many roads are flooded in winter, and some at every high tide throughout the year. From 
the few raised places, you can see miles across the landscape. 
 
The bird life is spectacular at this time of year. We saw sixty-six species in the week we were there, but 
even more amazing was the vast number of birds, both on the Cumbrian side and on the Scottish bank  
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     Barnacle geese (photo by Peter Richardson) 
 
of the firth (which is only a mile away) around the Caerlaverock area. This is such an important wintering 
ground that there is a Wildlife & Wetlands Trust (WWT) reserve, several RSPB reserves and a Scottish 
National nature reserve, all next to each other along the coastline. 

 
The two major species at this time of year are the Barnacle Geese, whose huge flocks fill field after field 
with their black and white patterns, and Whooper swans who again are in large flocks in many fields. They 
estimate that each year they get 10,000-20,000 Barnacle geese on both the English and Scottish sides of 
the firth, which is quite easy to believe as the count for the day at the WWT reserve when we visited was 
6,400 and we certainly saw more than this in the fields 
leading up to it. Whooper Swans are in much smaller 
numbers but are still present in their thousands. 
 
One bright sunny morning we went for a walk 
along the Cumbrian shore where the River 
Waver joins the Solway Firth, to find that the 
flocks of waders were enormous as well. We 
had never seen Oystercatchers and 
Turnstones in such numbers before. There 
were also mixed flocks, numbering thousands 
of birds, the greatest proportion of which were 
Knot and Dunlin. 
 
               Whooper swans (photo by Peter Richardson) 

  
I think the thing that will stay with me longest was the sounds. All day long skeins of 
noisy geese flew by and they were just as noisy on the ground but as dusk fell they gradually quietened, 
and standing in the open you were completely surrounded by this wonderful murmuring sound as they 
settled down. 
 
In complete contrast, as we turned in each night, we could listen to the gentle calls of Little Owls hunting 
nearby. 

Peter Richardson 
 
 
Our Long-tailed tit family 
With its distinctive colouring and a tail longer than its body the Long-tailed tit, (Aegithalos caudatus) is 
amongst one of our most endearing small birds.  It is not actually a member of the tit family (paridae) but 
belongs to the family Aegithalidae which includes Long-tailed tits or Bushtits.      The family contains 13  
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species in four genera of which the  British race is A.c.rosaceus.  They form part of the larger group of 
passerines which includes larks, warblers and  swallows. However, because of their similarity in behaviour 
and habitat to the tit family they tend to included along with them in most bird books.   

 
Basically a woodland and hedgerow bird they also frequent 
heaths and commons with suitable habitat and of course 
gardens, particularly with trees and bushes.  Breeding usually 
commences in early April..  Their exquisite domed nest is built 
by both birds and may take as 
long as three weeks to 
build.   A bush, 
hedge or tree; 
brambles or 
gorse are their 
favoured sites.  
Constructed of 
lichen, moss, 
spiders' webs, 
and hair it is lined 
 

          Long-tailed tit nest building    
               (note feather in bill)              (both photos by Dave Randle) 
 
with up to as  many  as  2000 feathers.  Anything  between 5                               Long-tailed tit’s nest        
and 16 small  glossy eggs may be laid.    They are  white with                       
purplish/red spots.   Both  male  and  female  share the  feeding and  it is sometimes  the case  that other             
birds that have failed to breed that season will assist  with the  feeding.  Fledging usually occurs between 14 
and 18 days                                      
 
Long-tailed tits are resident and generally don’t move far from their nesting sites except in the winter when 
they may join up with other species of tits in search of food.  As a species they are widespread throughout 
the UK except the far north of Scotland.  In harsh winters mortality rates can be high but they do seem to 
recover quite well.  There is believed to be around 273,000 breeding territories.   Whilst many small birds 
tend to roost closely to combat cold weather Long-tailed tits have their own unique method. Some members 
might recall this from a video clip shown by John Walters at his talk in May 2010 and how each new arrival 
at the roost always landed in the centre and pushed the others outwards.  If you want to view this video and 
have access  to  the  Internet then have a look at John’s website             
( http://johnwalters.co.uk/ ) 
 
Most people with the right type of garden will 
have experienced visits, often fleeting, from 
these delightful little birds.  They usually 
stick together in small groups of up to a 
dozen and sometimes as many as 20. 
Usually the first indicator of their 
arrival is the sudden sounds of their 
short high pitched calls which they use 
to communicate with each other.  
More often than not they only stay 
around for a few minutes flitting around 
from tree to tree before moving on to the 
next location and repeating the whole 
process.   
 
We are no exception to these visits which on average      
we  probably  see only weekly but  last  summer we                One of our first visits in late July (note   
had the  added  bonus of a  group of  four  fledglings               no pink feathers, brown face no eye stripe) 
                                                                                                  (photo by Malcolm Randle) 
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visiting  on a  daily basis, in fact several times a day.  Most  likely they were all  from the same nest which 
was possibly fairly close to our garden.     The first visit was around the end of July and we realised they 
were obviously young birds as their plumage was browner in colouring and lacked the pinkish tinge The 

head markings were entirely different with the face mostly brown and 
lacking the wide black eye stripe.   The tail, although long was a little 
shorter than that of an adult bird.   More than anything else they were 
completely naive inasmuch as we could walk virtually right up to them 
before they eventually decided we just might be dangerous!  Their 
main reason for visiting seemed to be the bird bath although they did 
also forage in the trees and shrubs for the small insects and spiders 
that they feed on. 
 
Our young family continued to visit us throughout August.  We still 
had the occasional visits from groups of adults although not so 
frequently as earlier in the year. Whether any of them were the 
parents of our youngsters there was no way of knowing.   Towards 
the end of August we noticed that the  plumage  of  our young visitors  
had   changed    
with  a   pinkish 
hue  becoming 
 

   Mid-August – partly changed 
      (photo by Malcolm Randle) 
quite noticeable and we realised they were getting 
their adult plumage.  We were away for a few days 
at the end of August and by the time we returned in 
early September the young Long-tailed tits 
appeared to have completely acquired their adult 
plumage.  Although they now looked like adults their 
behaviour was still much the same with daily visits 
to the bird bath and to feed.  However by the end of 
the  month  they  were  gone  and  could   no  longer  
be  distinguished from any others that visited. Never-              Early September - finally changed               
theless it was a lovely experience while it lasted.                             (photo by Malcolm Randle)  
  
          

     Malcolm and Brenda Randle 
 
Tales from the Phenology Frontline -  (Photos by Liz Rogers) 
Remember phenology? In the Summer-Autumn 2011 Newsletter (can be downloaded from: 
www.middevonnaturalhistorysociety.co.uk), I suggested that members might be interested in recording 
seasonal events. Well, we’re not far into the year, but here in the first half of March, the snowdrops are 
over and the primroses, daffodils and celandines are putting on a good show. So, how have records of 
early spring wildlife events been turning out in mid-Devon? A few records have been creeping in from 
MDNHS Committee members, and we hope there may be members out there who also have records to 
add to ours (see MDNHS website for record sheet). As this is the first year we’ve tried collecting records, 
there’s not much to report or make comparisons with – but we have to start somewhere! Here’s a 
summary, plus some additional information from the Nature’s Calendar 
website (www.naturescalendar.org.uk), where you can 
register as a recorder and contribute your own sightings of 
plants and animals to their database. Our four sites are at 
Cove (Grid ref. SS947201), Sampford Peverell 
(ST029143), Stockleigh Pomeroy (SS888039) and 
Withleigh (SS893126 & 895127).    

Wild-type snowdrop 
 
Snowdrops, Galanthus nivalis: the earliest wild 
snowdrop recorded by us was on 11 January in Sampford 
Peverell. We noticed that the double variety of G. nivalis, which  
has become naturalised in many areas,  came out before the single 
flowers of the wild type. At Stockleigh Pomeroy, pheasants were seen 
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pecking out the flower buds of the first wild snowdrops. Thus, the first recording there (20 Jan) was 
influenced by foreign invaders! From Nature’s Calendar record maps, we learn that snowdrops in the SW 
have been in flower from before 18 Dec, and the UK-wide peak of snowdrop flowering extended from 1 
Jan through to about 5 Feb. 
 
Hazel catkins, Corylus avellana: recording first flowering in hazel involves just the male catkins, which 
are visible for many weeks before the flowers open and shed pollen, so some careful observation is 
needed. Our earliest recording was on 8 Jan (SS888039), with two later records on 20 Jan (SS947201) 
and 24 Jan (ST029143). This tallies with data from Nature’s 
Calendar, which has records from 2 Jan in the SW, and the 
main peak of flowering during January. 
 
Wild Primrose, Primula vulgaris: two of our 
recorders (SS947201 & ST029143) had primroses in 
flower all through the winter, from the beginning of 
December. At Withleigh and Stockleigh Pomeroy, 
flowers appeared at almost the same time – 25 and 
27 Jan respectively. Nature’s Calendar doesn’t list 
primroses in its ‘Flower’ category, so no data from 
there. But, while we have primulas in mind, two 
cowslips (Primula veris) are flowering on 12 March 
(SS888039).                                                       
      Primrose 
 
Lesser Celandine, Ranunculus ficaria: recorded very early in  
Sampford Peverell (11 Jan), on 17 Jan at Cove, but not until 3 Mar in Stockleigh Pomeroy.  Looking at the 
map of records for the SW in Nature’s Calendar, a few celandine records were in before the end of 2011, 
but most don’t start until January 2012, and the first peak of flowering is in January, followed by another 
one from about mid-Feb to mid-March. 
 
Hawthorn leaves, Crataegus monogyna: it’s interesting to compare hawthorn, where new leaves appear 
before the flowers, and blackthorn where the blossom (already out along motorways etc.) appears before 

the leaves. First leaves of hawthorn were recorded in a Stockleigh 
Pomeroy hedge on 25 Jan. This was early compared to the rest of 
the SW and the whole of the UK (Nature’s Calendar), where most 
records of new leaves don’t appear until the end of February. 
 
Butterflies: a red admiral was seen flying over the heathers on 27 
Feb at Cove (SS947201). Watch out for early-flying species in the 
next weeks and record what you see. 
 
Red Admiral 
 
Amphibians: frogspawn was recorded at Withleigh (895127) on 20 

Jan, and much later at Cove (4 Mar). The pond at East Coombe, Stockleigh Pomeroy, has no frogspawn 
but does have smooth newts in breeding condition (seen on 5 Mar). Nature’s Calendar maps show 
frogspawn appearing in the SW from the end of December, but its peak appearance is from the second 
half of Feb through to mid-March. There’s a trickle of newt sightings from mid-December, but not many 
until the end of February, when there’s a peak until now (12 Mar). 
 
In my first article on Phenology (Summer/Autumn newsletter), I wrote about wild daffodils or Lent lilies 
(Narcissus pseudonarcissus). The first of those appeared at East Coombe, Stockleigh Pomeroy, on 22 
Feb, and their peak flowering is going to be later in March (perfect for Mothers’ Day!). Other snippets of 
wildlife information from here (SS888039) include sightings of mixed flocks of goldfinches and siskins, 
together with a few redpolls, feeding on larch seeds during February – but unlike in 2011, when we had a 
much colder winter, there were no bramblings at the bird feeders. Other MDNHS members have also 
reported no bramblings in 2012. 
 
As we go through the spring, it’s going to be interesting to compare our sightings with records from 
Nature’s Calendar for 2011, when, after the cold winter, there was a particularly warm spring, and many  
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events occurred earlier than usual. Will the same happen again? Watch this space! And please send us 
your records (download the phenology checksheet from the MDNHS website). 

Liz Rogers (with thanks to Peter Bowers, Doris Leader & Stephen Powles) 
        

 
Okehampton Starlings - (Photos by Alison Lawrence) 
It was in early February this year when I heard that starlings were once again roosting at Okehampton 
Camp.  My first trip to see them was on a cold, damp, windy evening and it was no surprise to find that I 
was the only person waiting for them to arrive.  There is a footpath that runs through the camp and I took 

advantage of the shelter provided by one of the ‘architecturally 
challenged’ brick buildings as wave after wave of starlings 

streamed over my head and settled in the conifers that border 
the top of the site.  There was little in the way of display but 
the sheer number of birds was awe inspiring. 
 
The main flock in display 
 
A week later I parked on the moor beside half a dozen 

assorted vehicles and with the other occupants watched 
the birds arrive in large and small groups and settle in 

clumps of trees at some distance from the camp.   While the 
birds were gathering there was a constant flow of movement 

from tree to tree until the leafless branches had been completely filled. 
There was a sudden upsurge that filled the sky with birds as they swept overhead towards the camp and 
moved back and forth forming ever changing shapes that flowed over trees and buildings mingling and 
separating, turning abruptly then funneling into the conifers at the roost area 
 
By the time of my next visit the number of 
observers had multiplied and we were well 
rewarded. The weather was warmer and 
the sky clear.  As well as pre-roosting in the 
distant trees many of the birds settled on 
the ground turning it black apart from where 
a few white sheep found themselves 
completely surrounded.  As one, the 
starlings erupted into the air forming the 
shape of a huge black ball.  The sight was 
incredible but even more impressive was 
the roaring sound made by the beating of 
thousands of pairs of wings as they all took 
off at once.  This was repeated three or four 
times before they laid on a fantastic 
aerobatic display prior to roosting. 
                        The flock settled on the ground       
                                                                                               (Note the black area in foreground) 
My last visit this year was on 8 March. Only one other watcher arrived and for a very long time no starlings 
appeared.  While we waited a Peregrine falcon flew up the valley towards us then hovered directly 
overhead close enough for the barring on its chest to be clearly visible.  After a few minutes it headed for 
the roost site and settled on one of the conifers.  As the sun started to set small groups of starlings arrived, 
flew around for a while then settled for the night.  My fellow watcher said the numbers had declined 
dramatically to about one tenth of the number he had seen there the night before.   
 
There is no guarantee that the Okehampton roost will occur next year but if it does I recommend that you 
arrive at least 30 minutes before sunset and wear something warm.  This is a very different experience 
from watching the roost on the Somerset levels but the aerial displays can be equally spectacular and the 
number of birds at their peak is vast. 

         Alison Lawrence 
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Wildlife in the Garden 
A neighbour, who has a chicken farm, free range I hasten to add, rang me the other day.  He is normally 
troubled by foxes, badgers, deer and rabbits and we had previously agreed a strategy to deal with 
squirrels which have been breeding like rabbits during this mild winter. But the subject of his call was 
pheasants which are not normally a problem – he is a crack shot – and neighbours are supplied as 
required. 
 
Had I noticed the vast increase in numbers this year?  Well, yes I had.  Instead of the usual half dozen or 
so in the garden when the acorns fall, there are three or four times that number and lots more in the wood.  
Acorns have long ago been digested and they now feast on a fine variety of organic vegetables. The 
damage to these is tolerable but this year, with extra mouths to feed, celandines, aconites, snowdrops 
have been tonsured and lady’s smock will, when it appears, suffer the same fate. They don’t take shoo for 
an answer. 
 
The reasons for this influx can be traced back to 
the City where, it appears, enough bonuses have 
been docked to affect the fortunes of the shooting 
estate a mile away. Instead of the usual few 
being released, over 70,000 have received their 
freedom and escaped from lead and lunchtime 
whisky to roam far and wide. 
 
That’s not all, however. More danger lurks in the 
bushes. Our resident Roebuck trims his favourite 
shrubs to thirty inches or so. Some look like little 
lollipops but those that do suffer his attention 
sprout again, so by late spring no damage is 
discernible. But his tastes are becoming broader 
and this year, for the first time, he has decimated 
the leeks. This picture shows the results of his night                         Decimated leeks    
shift.                 photo by David Leader 

         
David Leader 

 
 
Roliphants Report 
Winter maintenance around the farm ponds started in November. Mick Jinman and myself have been 
coppicing willows and alders and clearing bramble.  This work is now complete as the bird nesting season 
is upon us.   Nestboxes around the farm were cleaned out in November and damaged ones removed 
(squirrel and Great-spotted woodpecker).  Mick’s help and enthusiasm in completing this fairly arduous 
task is much appreciated. 
 

Amphibia:  The first frog spawn appeared on January 22nd,  laid in field flood pools.  On January 
25th two male toads and a pair in amplexus were collected in the farm lane.  This is the earliest I 
have ever found toads migrating but the weather had been very mild.  However, cold and frost 
returned rapidly and there was no further toad movement until February 22nd when good numbers 
appeared.  More frog spawn was also appearing but in smaller quantities than usual and far less 
needed to be collected from temporary field pools to be transported to ponds.  Dry weather 
followed in March and the usual migration of toads did not happen; only the odd individuals being 
found and this situation persists at 22nd March.   It looks like being our worst ever season for 
spawning toads.  I have received other reports of the lack of frog activity in many garden ponds 
normally well patronised. 

 
Otters;  Activity was first in evidence around all the large farm ponds and the big garden pond by 
mid January and before any frogs appeared.   Spraints at this time showed only fish bones and 
scales but by the end of the month frog predation was evident to be followed by toad kills (otters 
will not eat toads). A camera trap was deployed around Otter Pond and this soon recorded three 
well  grown  otters  which  I  thought would  probably   be  last  year’s  adult  (recorded and  filmed 
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February 2011) plus two cubs.   Shortly after 
this two large otters plus a small cub were 
recorded at the hut scrape pond.   Visits to the 
big garden pond at the end of January soon 
ceased and by mid March there was no 
evidence of activity on the large farm ponds 
either, there being few amphibians available. 
 
Examination of frog and toad remains showed 
that many had been scavenged and the camera 
trap reveals that the prevalent scavengers are 
brown rats living close to the ponds and actively 
swimming there.    One video clip showed a  rat               
probably catching a frog at the surface.  Herons             
in  the  area  at  this  time  must  also take frogs                 
and toads.  Other birds, certainly Crow, Magpie        Otters at Roliphants  taken by camera trap 
and Buzzard are likely to be involved in predation and one suspects that these may be responsible for 
skinning toads  prior to eating them.  Entire skins have been found.  

Alan Hopkins  
 

Meeting and Event Reports 
 

Old Sludge Beds & Exminster Marshes  
It promises to be a good year for outings if January 28th sets the example. Early frost, clear blue sky and 
sunny all day, with the temperature moderated by the cold northerly wind. Superb conditions for visiting 
the old sludge beds in Exeter, just by the swing bridge.  Wandering the two mile circular path we saw 
university crews of both sexes warming up, and then straining sinew along the canal.  Venturing on to the 
slatted wooden paths  across  parts of  the beds  we paused  to   listen   to   the  rumbling  echo   of   traffic 
under the  towering motorway bridge. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                  
              

MDNHS members visiting the Old Sludge Beds – photo by Peter Richardson 
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On the way back our noses led us to view a bubbling outflow into the river and, shortly after, a Greenshank 
was spotted a hundred metres away on the opposite bank of the river. It was the first sight of any note. We 
had seen and heard a few Chaffinch, Robin, Dunnock, Blackbird, Wren and crow and the ubiquitous 
Herring gulls wheeling over the estuary, but nothing approaching significance. There was, however, a 
rather photogenic sight of Cormorants hanging out to dry on the giant pylons across the river. The Sludge 
beds may well be worth a visit in the nesting season when there is a good chance of seeing more activity. 
 

After lunch at the Exminster Marshes car park we had  the choice of 
left or right; most chose right. It was the wrong one. The hedges 

sheltered us from the gentle but cold north wind and restricted 
our vision to some extent but it did give us close up views of 

hedgerow species including a flock of ten or so bullfinches – 
such an attractive bird and they were not the slightest 
intimidated by our presence. Except for an isolated bird all 
wildfowl were distant enough not to be identified with 
certainty apart from the obvious group species. Back to the 
start where we were cheerfully told, by those few who went 
left, that they had had splendid views and plenty to see. 
Some of us did take their advice and drove slowly along 
the single track cul de sac and saw exactly what they said. 
It was a little late by that time and the low setting sun 

inhibited anything viewed through binoculars in one direction 
– the best one. It was worth the extra hour and in total 66 

different species were spotted between us  
  

A  flight of  Wigeon  at  Exminster Marshes (photo by   Malcolm 
Randle)  

 
    David Leader 

 
Reflections -  Friday 16th February 2012 
Stephen Powles hosted this meeting when ten members presented a varied programme based on their 
own natural history observations and recordings.  My summary is as follows. 
 

1) Ralph Hopper, our host for this event for many years, started proceedings with a series of sound 
recordings, a medium which he has used for many years.  All featured birds with a brief description 
of the equipment used and the location of the recording:- 
Nightingale (in France); Green woodpecker (Burrator Reservoir, Devon); Garden warbler 
(Roliphants Farm); Scops owl (Spain); Reed warbler with Cuckoo in background (France); Wood 
lark (Chudleigh Knighton Devon); Blackbird (Middlemoor police HQ Devon).. 

2) Malcolm Randle presented a short video of the Grey seals at Godrevy, which is perhaps one of the 
most easily accessible and reliable places to see these animals when they come ashore to pup in 
the early autumn. 

3) Liz Rogers subject was the “Wildwood Story” featuring the ongoing restoration project in the 
Scottish Borders at Caer y fran (Raven’s Crag) – some 1640 acres in the Moffat Hills.   This 
involved much tree planting and the cultivation of locally collected tree seeds, fencing to control 
Red deer and wild goats.  Funding this project depends on involving the public and various grants.  
Blackcock leks (an area for them to display and mate) are established on the higher ground and 
woodland birds are moving in to regenerated areas. 

4) Alan Hopkins video featured Beavers in Poland where captive breeding had been used to assist 
recovery of the population.  The breeding facility was shown (converted pig housing) and the last 
remaining inhabitants (mother and young), plus the wild habitat at a reserve in  the  National Park 
with some recorded commentary by local guides. Finally there some sightings of Beavers in the 
river seen during an evening boat trip. 

5) David Brabban.spoke on the “Dark Skies of Exmoor”.   This is a topical subject since Exmoor has 
recently been designated as one of the Dark Sky Reserves in the UK  i.e. one of   those places that 
is least affected by light pollution. (See his photo on the next page for which he won the Physics 
World top prize and was used in the bid to gain the International Dark Skies status for Exmoor) 

6) Chris Nadin gave four short poetry readings featuring birds (Blackbird, Song thrush, Wren) and the 
natural environment.                   
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7) David leader showed two short video recordings at home: Resident Roebuck in the garden and 
Woodmice setting up residence in the engine compartment of a  
car.  Wildlife opportunism was well was well illustrated. 

8) Peter Richardson introduced us to some of the wildlife 
of the Inner and Outer Hebrides having made 
previous visits in recent years.  Here at least you 
will have a better chance of watching Otters in 
daylight compared with  Devon where  this  
animal  is largely nocturnal.  Red deer, Grey 
seals and Dolphins are also a good bet, as are 
Sea-eagles  but the  Corncrake  is more  often 
heard than seen. Well illustrated with many 
photographs.  

9) Stephen Powles contribution explained the value 
of camera traps which are fast becoming a 
valuable tool in revealing our more secretive 
wildlife.  Good fieldwork is still required to determine 
suitable set up sites.   He has used them extensively 
for tracking Otter activity on the Little Dart river. Many 

      are capable of recording video and still photos which can 
be date and time stamped.        All are powered by on board               Dark skies over Exmoor 
 batteries and record to cards which can be used to transfer data         (photo by David Brabban) 

            to a computer.  Two  are  currently  available for  members  to  borrow, courtesy  of  Ambios , so 
     even if you don’t buy one you can certainly try one.  Some impressive camera trap images   

were shown. 
10) David Hennings rounded off the evening with two short video recordings, the first at Wicken Fen 

Reserve featuring a hunting Barn owl and the second, a recently discovered Starling roost on 
the Grand Western Canal near his home at Sampford Peverell.  Though on a smaller scale than                     
the better known roost on the Somerset levels (also briefly shown),  all the characteristic flock 
behaviour was there to be seen.  Thank you David for bringing this one to attention.  

Alan Hopkins 
 
 

Programme Notes 
The annual programme from 1st May is now arranged and you will see that there are plenty of events to 
provide selection and keep us busy.  Your comments are always a great help in composing the future, 
so do continue to throw ideas at your programme secretaries! 
 
You liked the increased number of events both inside and out and so the two extra indoor meetings for 
May and June have been kept in the schedule.  For outings you asked if map references for meeting 
places could be incorporated into the programme, to vary the times of day and introduce different 
subjects.  We have done our best.  
 
There has already been a night trip to Exmoor Dark Sky Reserve. This is now followed by a bird race; a 
possible walk from Lowman Green in the R. Lowman (yes, in) to where it joins the Exe (and  you will 
understand why this is on the short notice list) and a guided tour of the recently, and expensively, 
refurbished Royal Albert Memorial Museum in Exeter. 
 
When we are back in St. George’s Hall in September (it is always the 3rd Friday in the month) the first 
subjects are ants, cranes and Leatherback turtles and three super speakers, of course. 

   David Leader & Jeff Benn  
 
 
                                            Obituary 
 
It is with regret that the death  on 13th February of Pamela Jones is reported.  Pamela, together with her 
husband Bill, had been a member since 1989.  The funeral which was held on Thursday 23rd February at 
King St. Chapel, Tiverton was attended by members of the Society.  Our condolences go to Bill. 
 



  
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 
            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


